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Abstract— Robot social navigation is influenced by human
preferences and environment-specific scenarios such as ele-
vators and doors, thus necessitating end-user adaptability.
State-of-the-art approaches to social navigation fall into two
categories: model-based social constraints and learning-based
approaches. While effective, these approaches have fundamental
limitations – model-based approaches require constraint and
parameter tuning to adapt to preferences and new scenarios,
while learning-based approaches require reward functions,
significant training data, and are hard to adapt to new social
scenarios or new domains with limited demonstrations.

In this work, we propose Iterative Dimension Informed
Program Synthesis (IDIPS) to address these limitations by
learning and adapting social navigation in the form of human-
readable symbolic programs. IDIPS works by combining pro-
gram synthesis, parameter optimization, predicate repair, and
iterative human demonstration to learn and adapt model-free
action selection policies from orders of magnitude less data
than learning-based approaches. We introduce a novel predicate
repair technique that can accommodate previously unseen social
scenarios or preferences by growing existing policies.

We present experimental results showing that IDIPS: 1)
synthesizes effective policies that model user preference, 2)
can adapt existing policies to changing preferences, 3) can
extend policies to handle novel social scenarios such as locked
doors, and 4) generates policies that can be transferred from
simulation to real-world robots with minimal effort.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social navigation is a fundamental robot behavior that is

integrally tied to human preferences, and that needs to be

robust to potentially unknown; environment-specific deci-

sion making. State-of-the-art approaches to social navigation

fall into two major categories, model-based and model-

free approaches. Model-based approaches include those that

employ engineered models of social constraints, such as

the social force model [1] or human-robot proxemics [2].

However, no single model can capture all possible social

constraints, and adapting models requires tedious parameter

tuning [3]. Model-free approaches include those that leverage

Neural Networks (NNs) for Learning from Demonstration [4]

or Reinforcement Learning [5]. However, these approaches

suffer from limitations common to NNs: they are data-

intensive [6], difficult to understand [7], and challenging to

adapt to new domains without starting over [8].

Recent work on Layered Dimension Informed Program

Synthesis (LDIPS) [9] has shown that program synthesis,

when extended with dimensional analysis, addresses many

of these concerns by learning robot behaviors as human-

readable programs. However, while LDIPS can learn new
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behaviors, it does not address policy adaptation. In this work,

we build upon LDIPS to present Iterative Dimension In-

formed Program Synthesis (IDIPS) to synthesize and adapt

social navigation behaviors from human demonstration. A

highlight video of our approach can be found at https:

//youtu.be/JoT8nZ_Rsto.

Given a set of demonstrations and an optional starting

behavior, IDIPS produces a new minimally altered behavior

consistent with the demonstrations. Iterative application of

IDIPS allows for continuous refinement based on further

demonstration. IDIPS employs three modules to accomplish

this: a synthesis module for learning new behaviors, a

parameter optimization module for adjusting real-numbered

parameter values, and a predicate repair module for ad-

justing logical components. For the synthesis module, we

extend LDIPS with MaxSMT constraints to handle po-

tentially conflicting human demonstrations by allowing for

partial satisfaction [10]. For the parameter repair module, we

employ SMT-Based Robot Transition Repair (SRTR) [11], an

approach for transition repair based on human corrections.

Finally, for the predicate repair module, we introduce a novel

technique for adapting the conditional logic with the minimal

syntactic changes to accommodate new demonstrations. An

open-source implementation of our approach can be found

at https://github.com/ut-amrl/pips.

We evaluate IDIPS in simulation and on real robots to

demonstrate the following: 1) IDIPS can synthesize effective

policies for social navigation that model the preferences of

distinct demonstration sets, 2) synthesized policies can be

automatically adapted towards the preferences of alternative

demonstrations with a small number of corrections, 3) IDIPS

can adapt synthesized policies to unseen scenarios, such

as a locked door, with a small number of corrections, and

4) synthesized programs can be transferred to a real-world

mobile service robot and adapted.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We frame social navigation as a discounted-reward

Markov Decision Process (MDP) M = 〈S,A, T,R, γ〉
consisting of the state space S that includes robot, human,

and environment states; actions A represented either as

discrete motion primitives [12] or continuous local planning

actions [3]; the world transition function

T (s, a, s′) = P (st+1 = s′ | st = s, at = a) (1)

for the probabilistic transition to states s′ when taking action

a at previous state s; the reward function R : S×A×S 7→ R

; and discount factor γ. The solution to this MDP is repre-

sented as a policy π : S ×A 7→ A that decides what actions



to take based on the previous state-action pair. The optimal

social navigation policy π∗ maximizes the expectation over

the cumulative discounted rewards

π∗ = argπ max Jπ,

Jπ = E

[

t=∞
∑

t=0

γtR(st, π(st, at), st+1)

]

(2)

The social navigation problem has been extensively studied,

and there are two broad classes of algorithms – model-

based approaches that encode known models to represent

either R or π directly, and model-free approaches that do

not assume that R is known, and also do not enforce prior

model structure on the learned π.

Model-based approaches can be further classified based

on which of π and R are based on pre-defined models.

Some of the earliest approaches to autonomous navigation

in social settings were with model-based policies, including

standing in line [13] and person-following [14]. Unfortu-

nately such approaches require explicit enumeration of all

possible social scenarios, which is infeasible in real world

settings. To generalize behaviors to novel scenarios, social

factors have been used to model R, such as proxemics [2]

for social navigation [15], or the social force model [1],

[16], and learn π by optimizing for the discounted rewards.

Such an optimization may be computationally intractable

over continuous state and action spaces – to overcome this

limitation, multi-policy decision making (MPDM) for social

navigation [12] decomposes M into hierarchical policies,

where at the highest level, π selects lower-level controllers

(policies) as actions. MPDM is thus capable of real-time

optimization of the discounted objective function by rollouts

of the hierarchical policy over a receding horizon. However,

MPDM still requires model-based specifications of R, which

makes it hard to adapt to novel social circumstances such as

taking turns through busy doors, which may not be captured

by the models for R.

Model-free approaches rely on function approximators

to represent π and optionally R, most recently using deep

neural networks (DNNs). If R is known, deep reinforcement

learning (DRL) can be used to learn a DNN-based represen-

tation of π [5], [17]. If R is not known, inverse reinforcement

learning (IRL) for social navigation [18], [19] first infers

R, and then given access to T in simulation or via real-

world evaluation, learns π. If R is neither known, nor easy to

infer π from, learning for demonstration (LfD) approaches

such as Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning [4] are

used to infer π directly from state-action sequences from

user demonstrations. Despite their success at inferring π

DNN-based approaches suffer from known limitations - they

require significant data, are brittle to domain changes, and

once trained are hard to adapt to new settings.

We propose a novel solution to social navigation that

overcomes limitations of both model-based, and DNN-based

model-free social navigation: synthesis of π as symbolic

programs in a model-free LfD setting. IDIPS synthesizes

symbolic policies from orders of magnitude fewer demon-

strations than DNN-based approaches, and since IDIPS does

not assume any prior for R or π, it is capable of adapting

to completely new scenarios. IDIPS builds on recent work

on SMT-based solutions to social navigation [20] and robot

program repair [11], and extends them using dimension-

informed program synthesis [9].

III. SYMBOLIC POLICIES FOR ADAPTABLE

SOCIAL NAVIGATION

We propose learning π directly from demonstrations in the

form of symbolic action selection policies (ASPs) written

in the language described in prior work [9]. A symbolic

ASP represents π as a human-readable program where the

actions are discrete subpolicies such as follow, halt, or pass.

This formulation is similar to the MPDM formulation [12],

where the ASP serves the role of the reward-based subpolicy

selection in MPDM. For the remainder of this paper, we will

refer to these sub-policies as actions.

The structure of symbolic ASPs is essential to learning

and adapting these policies. Consider the structure of the

policy shown in Fig. 1. A full policy π consists of logical

branches that each return an action a, each branch consists

of a predicate b that represents decision logic, and is in

turn composed of expressions e that compute features from

elements of S and real-valued parameters xp that determine

the decision boundaries.

if (ai==GoAlone && |pr − Hp[0]| > 2.0): return GoAlone

elif (ai==GoAlone && (pr − Hp[1]).x > 1.0 &&

vr.x − Hv [0].x > 0.0 && |pr − Hp[0]| ≤ 2.0): return Pass

elif (ai==GoAlone && (pr − Hp[1]).x ≤ 1.0
&& |pr − Hp[0]| ≤ 2.0 ||

vr.x − Hv [0] ≤ 0.0 && |pr − Hp[0]| ≤ 1.0): return Follow

Fig. 1: An example symbolic action selection policy (ASP). Pred-
icates in each branch are outlined in orange. Expressions are
highlighted in purple, parameters in green, and actions in red.

The structure of the ASPs and the operator rules are

described by the language, but the actions, elements of S,

and the library of operators used to calculate e are particular

to the application domain to which IDIPS is applied. To

learn these policies from user demonstrations we require a

way to demonstrate the action transitions and world states.

A. End-User Policy Demonstrations

We propose two methods for leveraging user guidance

to generate demonstrations of the form 〈at, st, at+1〉. In

simulation, we simulate the state transition function T while

executing a policy π that continuously executes a fixed action

a to generate a series of demonstrations {〈a, st, a}. At any

time the user may interrupt the simulation, optionally rewind

to a time t − n, and provide a demonstration directing

the robot to transition to a fixed π′ that executes a′. This

process adds a single transition demonstration 〈a, st−n, a
′〉,

and continues until the user is satisfied.

In the real world, the robot observes states st and conti-

nously executes a policy π with the real world providing T .

At any time, the user may interrupt the robot and joystick

it through a series of states {st . . . st+n}. The user then









Similarly, ToNice-S is unable to navigate as efficiently as

ToNice-I, and thus has higher time to goal.

E. Real World Evaluation

To evaluate transferring IDIPS policies from simulation

to the real world, we employ a Cobot [22] mobile service

robot. Per COVID-19 safety guidelines, only a single human

participant was used for this case study. We consider two

scenarios in this environment and four policies transferred

from simulation (GoAlone, Nice-I, Greedy-I, ToNice-I). For

each policy, we vary the travel direction and speed of the

human and the starting location of the robot for a total of

25 trials per policy. For the results shown in Fig. 8, all of

the policies are able to accomplish the goal while roughly

maintaining their relationship in terms of our metrics. The

Nice-I behavior is still the most passive policy, while the

Greedy-I behavior is more aggressive, showing that repair

for domain transfer with IDIPS is effective.

F. Adapting To Unseen Scenarios

To evaluate IDIPS’s adaption to novel scenarios, we

performed two sets of experiments by adding a closed door

in both simulation and a real hallway Fig. 2. We evaluate

the Nice-I and Greedy-I policies, and those same policies

adapted using demonstrations of how to wait for the door

before proceeding (NiceDoor-I, GreedyDoor-I). We adapt the

policies separately for simulated and real-world examples

and record 200 trials with varying human counts in simu-

lation and ten trials with a single human in the real-world.

Fig. 10 shows the percentage of successful runs for each

policy. Neither original policy waits for the door, leading

to almost complete failure. In contrast, the repaired policies

are able to handle the new scenarios with minimal failures

in simulation and complete success in the real-world. This

adaptation would require extensive modification for Rosnav

and is only possible when relearning from scratch in DNN-

based approaches.

Policy Success Rates (%)

Simulation Real World

Nice-I 2 0

Greedy-I 7 0

NiceDoor-I 100 100

GreedyDoor-I 84 100

Fig. 10: Success rates for different ASPs on closed door scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented an approach for learning and

adapting symbolic social navigation policies that builds on

dimension informed program synthesis. We model social

navigation as an action selection problem and learn and

adapt behaviors with small numbers of human-generated

demonstrations. Our experimental evaluation demonstrated

that this technique can learn effective social navigation

policies that model the preferences of the demonstrations

and that these symbolic policies can be efficiently adapted

for changing user preference and novel scenarios. Further, we

demonstrated in a case study that our technique can adapt

policies on real-world mobile service robots.
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